Briefing: Waste Minimisation Projects
 V1 – SLT - 17 September 2019
 V2 – Informal Cabinet - 22 October 2019
From: Waste Minimisation Team
Strategic Plan
Minimising the creation of waste and increasing the awareness of recycling and
composting through organising and supporting community initiatives, stronger
communication with residents through face to face opportunities as well as social
media and leafletting, promoting a higher quality of recyclable material.
Objectives
- Consider a long term and sustainable approach to
waste minimisation
- To increase understanding and engagement in waste
and recycling of the local community
- To increase recycling rates
- Ensuring the correct materials are placed in the
correct bins, as well as the importance of maintaining
a high level of quality in what is recycled.
- Educating those that wish to know more on the
reasons behind these processes
- To ensure effective, efficient value for money
Why
It has never been more important to encourage residents to minimise the waste that
they produce. The Waste Minimisation Team work to encourage a reduction in the
amount of waste produced, improved reuse and recycling rates, and reduce the
amount of waste taken to landfill.
Improving the quality of recyclable material by cutting the contamination level at the
point of collection can generate valuable benefits.
Unwanted materials placed out for recycling results in
 an increase in collection, sorting and reprocessing cost
 a reduction in the quality and quantity of materials destined for recycling
 Lower revenues and higher gate fees for the material.
The annual contamination rate is set at <7%. Once we hit this, a financial penalty is
incurred which is calculated from 6% upwards. Year to date the rejection rate is at
7.03%. This equates to 500 tonnes of material which made it to the material
recycling facility (MRF) and couldn’t be recycled. Therefore focusing on
contamination at the point of collection is fundamental to ensure unnecessary costs
aren’t gained. A contamination level of 9% equates to an additional revenue cost to
the Council in the region of £100,000 for the year.
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Impact of contamination on recycling collections

Projects to support the objections
To help achieve all this we are undertaking a number of projects to tackle from
different angles, maximising impact and sustainability.
 Prevention rather than cause – Zero Waste Initiatives
We have been working with a number of different community groups and initiatives
to help residents pick alternatives to the norm, such as refill shops to be able to
refuse packaging, real nappy circles to encourage reusable options and repair cafes
to help repair what they have. This will be available on the external website for
reference. (Please see appendix 2)
We are looking to build this over time, being a point of connection and helping link
the different groups together.
 Contamination
It has become apparent that many collection operatives do not know why
contamination is a problem. In the past the collection crews rarely received
feedback on any contamination checks undertaken.
By working more closely with the crews ensuring the rejection policy is being strictly
followed, and providing the feedback will hopefully empower the crews to gather
reliable information that will help us establish where contamination is an issue
Simultaneously we’ll be working with residents to educate on
what goes in what bin, ensuring that recycling is both maximised
and maintained at the highest level. This
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has been through targeted leafleting (
) as well as a social media campaign. This has been difficult to enforce
previously due to time and other role demands.
The first 4 weeks of this campaign have helped to identify the hotspot areas as:
Town
Number of collections
% of collections
contaminated
Wansford
110
5%
Huntingdon
8454
4%
Wyton on the
595
4%
Hill
Ramsey
2923
4%
Colne
369
4%
Analysis of the nature of the contamination, numbers reported per collection round
and monitor which residents have provided feedback etc. Appendix 3 shows some of
this analysis to date


Communal Collections

Recycling contamination has always been a bigger issue in communal collections
due to the lack of ownership. We have been working with property management
companies to resolve these issues. A common suggestion for the reasoning for this
has been language barriers. A very word- light leaflet has been developed to
highlight what goes into what bin in picture format. We have generated
communication in another language, which if successful will be replicated in other
languages too. We have also revamped the communal waste collection guide to help
further educate residents on the reasoning for better recycling management (please
see Appendix 4).
The recent waste analysis highlighted
. To help reduce this level we
have set up the first trial of green waste collection from communal collections. We
will be working closely with the property management companies to ensure a smooth
running of the trial and ironing out any issues before rolling out to other communal
collections (please see Appendix 5).
This project has been difficult to focus on previously due to time and other role
demands within the team.
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Communication
o Recycling Presentations
We have delivered 9 recycling presentations to
date, engaging with a wider selection of residents

face to face, answering any questions they may have. We are looking at
implementing an evaluation questionnaire which is sent out after each presentation
to highlight any changes that may be needed and focus points for future
presentations.
o Social Media
With so many people turning to social media platforms to keep up to date we have
ramped up our activity on these.
Year to 31st Aug 2019, page
have grown from 484 to
, with
a slow and steady growth rate since the summer. The post reach has also improved,
with average reach of a few thousand per post, and
in
less than a week (please see Appendix 6). This drives new people to our page and
generates more awareness. There has also been an increase in the number of
followers commenting and educating each other, sharing the correct advice and
guidance.
Our Twitter and Instagram pages have also seen increases. Twitter followers
have increased from 254 followers a year ago to 307 followers at the beginning of
September, 19 of these 53 followers have been in the last 2 months.
We regularly use a selection of #s to help keep consistent messages, and
have begun to localise these too to the towns and villages to gain
more buy in from residents. If you do not already follow us, please
do, and please share the #s.
o RECAP
We have also been working with the RECAP Partnership on a number of projects,
sharing literature for the contamination project as well as promoting the Recyclables
Reading Challenge, which runs until 20th September. We have also taken the lead
on the Recycle Week campaign, creating a series of videos to be shared on social
media and intranet sites, showing a week in the life of a recycler to complement this
year’s theme of ‘in our hands’
Measuring Success
 The percentage of household waste sent to landfill Vs. recycling/organic
 Working towards the manifesto pledge of a 60% recycling rate
 Measuring the contract costs
o Minimises the
financial risk to the organisation by controlling
contamination
o Improving the quality of materials from householders will potentially
increase the income giving better route to market and a higher value



Collaborative working between litter minimisation and enforcement will ensure
the same messages and policies are being followed throughout the district.
Community engagement to spread the message will be measured from social
media insights and feedback from presentations

Appendix 1
Contacts:
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Kathryn Cobb (Assistant Waste Minimisation Officer)
kathryn.cobb@huntingdonshire.gov.uk
Danette O’Hara (Waste Minimisation Support Officer)
Danette.OHara@huntingdonshire.gov.uk
Heidi Field (Waste Minimisation Officer)
Heidi.Field@huntingdonshire.gov.uk
Andy Rogan (Operation Manager)
Andrew.Rogan@huntingdonshire.gov.uk
Neil Sloper (Head of Operations)
neil.sloper@huntingdonshire.gov.uk
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Appendix 4
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Appendix 5
Social Media:
Facebook:
Year to 31st Aug 2019

Year to 31st Aug 2019
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Appendix 6
Waste Minimisation Team Update – July/August 2019
In July we welcomed Danette to the team.
Assisted collection and additional grey bins reviews took place - letters sent to
3500 properties and the team has processed returned forms
There is still c. 900 who have not been in contact – further correspondence
Additional Garden bin renewal on 1 July




Updated 3342 records to ensure crews schedules are accurate
Arranged for new stickers/permits to be sent to all
Correspondence with those who’s DD were unsuccessful of which there were
46

Throughout July we have dealt with









50 Assisted collection requests
18 Additional grey bin request
Processed 1053 bin requests – includes printing schedules, updated address
records and completing schedules once delivery had taken place
124 resident enquires responded to
Weekly missed bin reports
Responded to 12 planning consultations
Database management – routing new properties, updating schedules, LLPG
updates
Reporting to DEFRA, County Council and Corporate

Community engagement


July :
o Buckden Primary School
o National Women’s Register
o Kimbolton WI



August:
o Oxmoor group
o Huntingdon Carnival

Communications


Social Media Stats
74 new Facebook likes taking the total to 951
26.4k people reached via Facebook posts
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301 Twitter followers
182 Instagram followers
Communications Plan
Social Media Plan
Inventory of communications material and proposed changes

RECAP projects




Waste Analysis
o Data requirements for KAT Proforma – Deadline- 9 August
Recyclable Summer Reading Challenge – attended workshop on 2 August at
St Ives Library
Recycle Week Comms with Amey & Charpak
o Working with Siobhan in housing to create a number of short films to
support Recycle Weeks theme of ‘It’s in our Hands’
 Ideas for a number of films showing a day in the life of a recycler
 Washing/sorting
 Donating clothing
 Etc..

Project Updates
Anti-Contamination Campaign –Communications Plan







Crew training took place 2 August
From w/c 5 August crews are being hot on checking bins
Team are monitoring crew rejections over the next 4 weeks – this will assist
with identifying our worst areas for targeted communications
Increased social media posts
Textile and food waste specific leaflet designed which will be sent to those
who have had their bins rejected because of these contaminates
Vehicle livery being designed and printed

Communal Areas – Communications Plan
Redesigning the leaflet with a pictorial leaflet too
Focusing on Percy Green Place & Traders Walk to look at different communications
and working with the management companies
Introducing a food waste trial – dedicated leaflet being created

Upcoming projects/work
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APSE benching marking data for 2018/19 – deadline 10 October
Zero Waste Zones






Refill shops,/advisors
Repair café
Community fridges
Further recycling facilities – crisp packets, cartridges, batteries etc…
Dedicated webpage on HDC website providing contacts – what’s happening
were

Internal Waste Initiatives
To initially increase the quality and quantity of the materials we are currently
collecting and to also look at collecting the following for recycling





Crisp packets
Batteries
Food
Small WEEE

Annual Leave




Heidi – 19th August – 4th September
Danette – 5th September
Kathryn – 12th & 13th September
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Waste Minimisation Team Update – August/Sept 2019
Assisted collection and additional grey bins reminder letters have be sent to
c.900 – the team are processing returned forms and information from these residents
Throughout August we have dealt with










39 Assisted collection requests
21 Additional grey bin request
Processed 806 bin requests – includes printing schedules, updated address
records and completing schedules once delivery had taken place
288 resident enquires responded to
Weekly missed bin reports
Responded to 10 planning consultations
Database management – routing new properties, updating schedules, LLPG
updates
Q1 2019/2020 waste figures for WasteDataFlow by 30 Sept 2019
County Council and Corporate

Community engagement




August:
o Oxmoor group
o Huntingdon Carnival
September
o 17th Huntingdon Conservatives Group
o 19th – Warboys – Zero Waste Talk

Communications






Social Media Stats
107 new Facebook likes taking the total to 1058
160k people reached via Facebook posts
305 Twitter followers
192 Instagram followers
Communications Plan
Social Media Plan
Inventory of communications material and proposed changes

RECAP projects




Waste Analysis – Initial results show that 35% of the grey bin includes food
waste which could be recycled within the green bins. Complete report is
imminent
Recyclable Summer Reading Challenge – ongoing promotion. Closing
date 20 September
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Recycle Week (23rd September) Comms with Amey & Charpak
o Working with Siobhan in housing to create a number of short films to
support Recycle Weeks theme of ‘It’s in our Hands’ will include
Batteries, Clothes, visiting the HRC etc..
All films have be recorded, editing is taking place
Reviewing RECOUP’s Pledge2Plastics campaign materials
Food waste project team to be brought together

Project Updates
Anti-Contamination Campaign –Communications Plan


The recycling crews have been monitoring bins. Through August 1342
recycling bins were rejected for having the wrong materials in.

New leaflets have been created for advice on textile recycling and food waste
recycling. These leaflets are being sent to though who contaminate for these
specific reasons.
o 249 residents have received the textiles leaflets
o 184 have received the food waste leaflet
o 47 letters have been sent to the repeat offenders




Increased social media posts
Vehicle livery being designed and printed
Full page ‘Green News’ page within the Hunts Post on 4 September
highlighting the rejection policy to readers

Communal Areas – Communications Plan
Redesigning the leaflet with a pictorial leaflet too
Traders Walk, Godmanchester – communal bins have be sited so that one bin
store is for refuse and the other is for recycling. The management company has
written to all tenants’ information of their responsibilities. They have also served
notice to two residents who have continued to misuse the bins
Introducing food waste collection trial to flats at Walston way, Brampton.
Residents have been informed; caddies and bins are being delivered 10 September.
Collections commence Thursday 19 September
Upcoming projects/work
APSE benching marking data for 2018/19 – deadline 10 October
Zero Waste Zones


Refill shops,/advisors
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Repair café
Community fridges
Further recycling facilities – crisp packets, cartridges, batteries etc…
Dedicated webpage on HDC website providing contacts – what’s happening
were

Internal Waste Initiatives
To initially increase the quality and quantity of the materials we are currently
collecting and to also look at collecting the following for recycling






Crisp packets
Batteries
Food – Introduction of a food waste collection as part of the Commercial
waste service. Collections from Pathfinder House & Eastfield House to be
implemented initially. Caddies & Bins to be provided and comms to be written
Small WEEE

Annual Leave




Heidi –
Danette – 13th September, 7th to 11th October
Kathryn – 12th September, 16th to 20th September, 30th Sept to 4th October
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